Workshop Description

With 60+ SD-WAN vendors/solutions, and dozens of other WAN technologies, ePlus helps you evaluate your options and select the optimal solution with speed and accuracy – reducing risk while saving time and money. Our one-day WAN Modernization Workshop takes a close look at how IT aligns to your objectives, evaluates your current and future states, and shrinks the list of options to the ones that will best serve your business goals.

Why Do It?

+ Create a roadmap for a modern architecture
+ Increase awareness and decrease staff time needed to evaluate and vet options
+ Consider factors you may have otherwise overlooked to reduce risk, cost, and pitfalls of selecting the wrong solution

What You Get

Our WAN Modernization Workshop delivers:

+ Business and IT goal mapping
+ WAN current and future state whiteboarding and analysis
+ Detailed feature/function review and prioritization
+ Goal mapping exercise
+ Specific architecture, vendor, and solution recommendations

Methodology

+ Pre-workshop stakeholder identification and alignment
+ Non-technical discussion to map business issues to IT features
+ Whiteboarding sessions and collaborative discussions to review current state and identify future state needs
+ Prioritize capabilities to reach desired future state
+ Technology feature analysis
+ Scorecard / ranking to identify best options to meet your business goals

For more information about an ePlus WAN Modernization Workshop, contact your Account Executive or submit a request on our website.